
OBJECTIVE

I seek challenging opportunities when I can
completely utilize my abilities to the achievement of
the company. and go to improve the output qualities
and governing product and what modern product
existed an advantage for the consumer to lend my
knowledge to the organization to boost the product
integrity and earn additional customer

EXPERIENCE

spartanappsolutions
1/5/2021 -
Software developer
I am currently working with a Spartan app solution my
job title is software developer , and developed web
application and Android application with the Reactjs
and React Native

Sencilla
2/2/2021 - 25/4/2021
Internship
I have completed an internship with sencilla I got
knowledge about cloud and how to work on a project
with understanding the Flow of git how to manage the
project and how to work with a team 

EDUCATION

Mumbai University
2018-2021
BSc-IT 

PROJECTS

SKILLS

JavaScript

React JS with context API

React native

Node JS , Express js

Firebase mongoDB

Bootstrap , Material UI

Problem-solving and intense knowledge of crises and
understand them

Formik , Yup

LANGUAGE

English

Hindi

INTERESTS

DJ music 🎶

ABHISHEK MISHRA

8655666021 abmishra700@gmail.com
 abhi-web.netlify.app



eCommerce web application
I have created an e-commerce web application with a
MERN stack 
With the help of React J's we are creating Frontend
part handling API and server with Express created a
real-time environment with node.js inserted data in
MongoDB cloud Atlas 

React native expo application
I have create full stack application with react native
and firebase using expo CLI 
Created beautiful user interface with react native and
connected with serverless backend with firebase 
Application based on event booking system 
the user can advertisement their event and the parties
easily with that application..
The current event show on Google map we are using
Google map API to show the current event in map with
the help of map models any user can access event
descriptions and time and status...


